PROJECT SEEK – How Do Shipping Entities Manage Risk & Draw Support from the Eco-System

Overview
The session will be led by Mr Punit Oza, Executive Director of the Singapore Chamber of Maritime Arbitration and MPAA Senior Adjunct Fellow. For this webinar discussion, we have invited a pure ship owner, pure charterer and a ship operator to share on their key activities, priorities and how they operate. The discussion will also cover the key elements present in Singapore that continue to help them in their day-to-day business and what would be important going forward.

What Will Be Covered
- Highlight the main differences between a ship owner/manager, ship charterer/cargo owner and an operator.
- Establish a clear understanding of the activities of each of these players and the roles they play within the eco-system.
- How does each of them derive value from various eco-system components and what are the key priorities going forward?
- Provide a comparison of experience in working with other maritime centres and environments.